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Goals
目标
• That you feel better informed about global policy developments around open 

access and open research
• That you understand some of the specific European context and policy making 

environment
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• 帮助您更好地了解开放获取和开放研究的全球政策动态

• 帮助您了解欧洲的一些具体情况和政策制定环境
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Global OA Policy Landscape
全球开放获取政策概览
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Picture: https://en.unesco.org/science-sustainable-future/open-science

https://en.unesco.org/science-sustainable-future/open-science
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Why do policymakers care about Open Research?
为什么政策制定者关注开放研究？

• Better ROI on R&D
• Horizon Europe: est. return of €11: €1

• Speed – ↑ efficient knowledge sharing = 
circulation of new ideas and research 

• Transparency and best practice
• Facilitates collaboration cross boundaries
• Solving ‘grand societal challenges’
• Making research more inclusive, efficient and 

effective
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• 从研发中获得更好的回报
（ Horizon Europe估计为11：1）

• 速度
• 透明度和最佳实践
• 促进跨界协作
• 解决“重大社会挑战”
• 使研究更具包容性、效率和效力

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On ROI Horizon Europe’s economic impact assessment notes that “each euro invested can potentially generate a return up to 11 euros of GDP gains over [25 years]”https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/3EWDCwpEkBHGq8KPKHqVO1u?domain=ec.europa.euResearch Councils UK (now UKRI) talked about the concept of disruptive innovation when setting their OA policy in 2012 – the idea that making content openly available and maximising reuse would also maximise the capability of that material to drive an economic stimulusHuman Genome project often services as a poster child with a powerful headline that it generated a return of $141 for every $1 investedPolicymakers are keen to ensure that their funds are used effectively and efficiently, which isn’t often the case due to lack of transparency and visibility of the outcomes of funding (one of the reasons why open science is becoming popular).
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R&D spend – a global picture
研发支出 - 全球概览
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start with scene setting, note commitment from many nations to increasing proportion of R&D of GDP (e.g. UK 2.4%; Norway – R&D to drive RRI and economic growthSome countries already spend this, others like many EU countries committed in 2010 to hitting 3% by 2020 (and are not quite there yet, see https://sciencebusiness.net/news-byte/eu-needs-spend-eu109b-more-rd-every-year-reach-3-gdp-target).  http://uis.unesco.org/apps/visualisations/research-and-development-spending/ has useful infographics showing that Israel has the highest GDP level of 4.2%.https://www.oecd.org/sti/msti2020.pdfBusiness investment driving R&D (see 1)Govts are generally increasing their funding allocations for R&D (2) and note the pledge to drive R&D to 3.5% of GDP by 20201) Real expenditure on R&D in the OECD area grew by 3.8% in 2018, mostly driven by the R&D performance behaviour of businesses, which accounted for more than 75% of this growth. The Business Enterprise sector, which accounts for 71% of all R&D performance in the OECD area, saw its R&D expenditure increase by 4.2% in 2018. R&D in the Higher Education (HE) sector grew by 2.3%, while R&D expenditures in the Government sector rose by 4.0% -- the highest rate since 2009. Yet R&D performance among government institutions remains only 13% higher than it was before the onset of the global financial crisis – on par with 2010 levels – and it accounts for less than 10% of OECD R&D expenditure. By contrast, Higher Education and Business Enterprise R&D have increased by 27% and 34%, respectively, compared to 2007 levels.2) From OECD in terms of govt contribution: Government R&D budget indicators for the OECD area provide insights into the funds that governments allocate for R&D, rather than actual expenditure reported by R&D performers. The latest indicators show that R&D budgets rose by 5.6%, in real terms, in 2018, marking the highest increase since 2009 and pushing budget allocations for R&D above their 2009 peak. This is primarily due to growth in budgeted R&D support in Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States. Preliminary estimates also suggest a significant but more moderate increase in R&D budgets for 2019 (+2.47%). Growth in US R&D budgets came to a halt in 2019, while R&D budgets in France, Italy and Spain were still below 2007 pre-crisis levels. 
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Global policy priorities : a regional overview
全球政策优先事项：区域概览
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China
Strategic innovation 
Changing assessment 
criteria
Future China-centric 
publishing industry(?)

Europe
Setting the global 
standard for OA 
Missions / grand 
challenges
Commission as 
investor

US
Public access
PubMed Central
America First
Security
Academic freedom
R&D funding cuts

Global South
Mobile 
Local language / 
community resource
Grand challenges
OA platforms 

UK
Value for money
Affordability 
Quality 
UK as leader
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start with overview of graphic and what this represents in terms of OA landscape in 2025 (as predicted in 2018) – shows diversity of approachesThen move on to high level policy priorities – broader than Open Science but hopefully adds more contextIn the US – the OSTP issued an RFI. They are keen on knowledge transfer (i.e. getting the most bang out of their investment) and retention of American IP in America In the UK – UKRI consultation focused around ensuring funded research is immediately and freely accessibleIn Europe – lots of focus on solving grand challenges through multi disciplinary approach and ‘missions’ focus. They see themselves as setting the example for the rest of the world in OA, as they did for GDPR. They also want to see more innovation out of Europe. In China – various government docs focused on China’s desire to be world leading in research and innovation. Desire to create China’s own publishing industry. Global South – few themes cropping up – they are supportive of OA from an ideological standpoint and supportive of initiatives like Plan S and OA2020 but for obvious reasons APC-based OA is challenging (so default to Green). In many countries access to the internet via broadband has been leapfrogged straight to mobile and communities are younger than Global North. 
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Global OA initiatives
全球开放获取计划
• OA2020 

• There is enough money in the system to move wholesale to OA (from subscriptions)

• UNESCO consultation on a Recommendation on Open Science

• Aiming for global consensus (draft Sept 2020, resolution end 2021)

• Open Science Policy Platform (OSPP)

• Cross stakeholder actions linked to Eu Comm’s 8 pillars of Open Science 

• cOAlition S / Plan S (mostly Europe + Gates + WHO TDR)

• Funder-driven, publicly funded research should be publicly available; future funding needs 

commitments to move to OA and around price transparency

• Sao Paulo declaration on OA (Global South-focused)

• African Open Science Platform, AmeLICA, cOAlition S, OA2020, and SciELO
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And others including International Science Council. Open Science Initiative, etc.

https://oa2020.org/
https://en.unesco.org/science-sustainable-future/open-science/consultation
https://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/index.cfm?pg=open-science-policy-platform
https://www.coalition-s.org/
https://www.coalition-s.org/sao-paulo-statement-on-open-access/
http://africanopenscience.org.za/
http://www.amelica.org/en/
https://oa2020.org/
https://www.scielo.org/
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cOAlition S / Plan S

• Influential politically
• SPA OPS (Society Publishers Accelerating OA and Plan S)

• Toolkit and set of proposed actions – template transformative agreement
• Diamond OA study (free to reader and author)

• Addressing concerns raised about focus on Gold OA routes
• Transformative journals guidelines

• Publishers to commit to ‘flip’ journals at 75% OA
• Price transparency frameworks

• Breaking down OA costs (APC) to component elements (% of APC), fostering 
trust and transparency
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https://operas.hypotheses.org/4141
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Europe
• Horizon Europe, 9th Framework Programme for Research 

(2021-2027)
• €100bn funding, contributions from all member states
• Focused on missions approach, aligned with UN SDGs
• Broader Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF) still being 

debated
• Likely more prescriptive Model Grant Agreement than 

current OA policy for grantees (no funding for hybrid, zero 
embargo for Green) [est. ca 2% research output]

• Other areas of focus including European OS Cloud European 
Research Area; Ethical AI; Digital Services Act
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Regional OA policy developments
区域性开放获取政策

• European Commission: strong drive for OA (no hybrid, zero embargo green in Horizon 
Europe, next framework programme for research (+€80bn budget). 
• Engagement around broader Open Science [Research] aims

• US: OSTP public access policy on pause. Agencies may develop approaches. 
• Monitor developments

• UK: UKRI draft Open Access policy – full & immediate OA, zero embargo for journals; 
OA within 12 months of publication for Books. Cost effectiveness.
• Call for funding / resourcing in place for Gold OA to version of record

10
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• Japan – 6th basic plan for S&T (April 2021) likely to include element of OS
• Collaboration btw Horizon Europe and Japan’s Moonshot

• Australia – focus on impact of Covid, Rapid Research Information Forum
projected significant job losses and disproportionate impact on female 
researchers, early career researchers and graduates

• Hong Kong – pockets of Open Science activity, focus on Green OA
• Open Data Hong Kong Index launched May 2020

• Singapore – OA developments shelved due to Covid, plans for traineeships for 
new graduates in STEM fields
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Regional OA policy developments (cont)
区域性开放获取政策（续）
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Japan - 6th basic plan in train, starting next year from April. Expecting some element of Open Science. Lots of discussion on research data. MEXT (Education, Sports, Culture, Science ministry) has a committee called the journal issues / problems committee. Issues covered include: how to support OS domestically, green OA policy, who should pay for gold, how to address low levels of manuscript deposit, how support Japanese society journals, how make JSTAGE stronger. STM APAC group has good relations with stakeholders, joins seminar annually with JST who host JSTAGE. A letter of intent has been signed on stronger collaboration between Horizon Europe and Japanese long term moonshot programme (societal changes towards 2050, was going to be highly funded). 2019 moonshot seminar had representation from Europe (Commission), Japan and US.  Australia: no immediate govt initiatives in train around OS, primary concern is around HE due to loss of fee paying students. Projecting job losses in the next six months of up to 21k of which 7k likely to be researchers – ref. May's report from the Rapid Research Information Forum chaired by Chief Scientist Alan Finkel.  Women, early career researchers and graduates likely to be disproportionately affected.  Hong Kong: Covid replaced by protests, international students and staff impacted greatly. OS approach – very fragmented, pockets of activity across institutions – overriding route is Green OA. Uni Grants Committee has one line about OA – repositories / deposition of research. No compliance monitoring (per Japan). Progress on Open Data – Open Data HK Index launched this month: https://index.okfn.org/place/hk/.  Singapore: NRF aiming to have 700 traineeships for new grads in STEM fields. A Star – some movement in OA space, but announcement shelved due to Covid.   

https://ec.europa.eu/research/iscp/index.cfm?amp;pg=japan
https://www.science.org.au/covid19/research-workforce
https://index.okfn.org/place/hk
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Country specific : US overview
美国开放获取政策

• 2013 Public Access memo from John Holdren, then 
Director of Office of S&T Policy at the White House (OSTP)
• Federal agencies w/ +$100m R&D spend to ensure 

outputs available w/in 12 months
• Interest in OA (cf NIH cancer moonshot) HOWEVER focus 

on strengthening US R&D ecosystem and competitiveness
• Strong focus on academic freedom
• Nat Academy response on Covid calls for ‘actionable 

science’

12
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ACTIONABLE SCIENCE TO INFORM RAPID DECISION MAKINGSTRATEGIC SCIENCE TO GUIDE LONG-TERM PLANNINGIRREPLACEABLE SCIENCE TO UNDERSTAND WHAT WORKS

https://issues.org/mcnutt-actionable-strategic-irreplaceable-data-delivering-science-in-a-crisis/?utm_source=NASEM+News+and+Publications&utm_campaign=e1b1caff4d-NAP_mail_new_2020_06_16&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_96101de015-e1b1caff4d-107823694&goal=0_96101de015-e1b1caff4d-107823694&mc_cid=e1b1caff4d&mc_eid=0eea5cdaa6
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US – latest developments
美国—最新进展

• Possible Executive Order around future public 
access policy on hold
• 1000+ pages of responses to RFI

• Possible Exec Order around section 230 of the 
Communications Decency Act?
• Current Good Samaritan provision lessens 

liability for platforms hosting user content
• Strong links to 1st Amendment

13
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
122 responses pro ZEN; 104 not; 66 ? – see Ross Mounce summary

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Open-Access-RFI-Comments-Reduced-5.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/28/us/politics/trump-executive-order-social-media.html
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Country specific: UK overview
英国开放获取政策

• Industrial strategy – mission focus
• Participation in Horizon Europe unclear

• Vitae / BEIS study on impact of Covid on research base
• Current policies: Research Excellence Framework (REF) & RCUK (UKRI): Gold / 

Green OA (6-24 month embargoes)
• UKRI are one of the major signatories of Plan S
• Q1 consultation on draft OA policy for UKRI grantees (2022/3 impl. tbc)

• Possible adoption for post REF REF
• Books = Gold / Green OA (12 month embargo) – CC BY-ND 
• Journal outputs = Gold OA / Green OA (no embargo) – CC BY licence with CC BY-

ND possible case by case exception
• Q3 outcomes from independent economic analysis

14
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https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/public-purpose/publications/2019/may/mission-oriented-uk-industrial-strategy
https://www.vitae.ac.uk/impact-and-evaluation/impact-of-covid-19-on-researchers-and-the-uk-research-base
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Reflections / global trends 
影响/全球趋势

• Diverse approaches 多样化的进程

• Push for ‘free’ open scholarly communications infrastructure 推动“免费”开放学术交流基础设施

• E.g. Science Europe Report on Digital Transformation in Scholarly Communication
• Still working on routes to Open for HSS 仍在研究HSS开放的路线

• Value of learned societies 学术团体的价值

• Focus on rewards and incentives 关注奖励与激励

• Grand societal challenges (cf Lund Declaration 2009) 巨大的社会挑战

• Horizon Europe’s missions, UK Industrial Strategy, Australia’s cross-disciplinary research 
programs, International Science Council’s “Decade of Global Sustainability Science Action”

15
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
From research whisperer on trends in Australia: There is a growing number of national cross-disciplinary research programs directed towards patient benefits [e.g. 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 (https://researchwhisperer.org/2020/06/16/shining-a-light-on-the-dark-side/#respond)https://council.science/what-we-do/funding-science-for-sustainability/ “For an accelerated implementation of the SDGs, it is critical to build and harness scientific knowledge and capacities, particularly in low- and middle-income countries; synthesize existing knowledge; and create a ‘moon-shot’ mission for Sustainability Science.”

https://www.scienceeurope.org/our-resources/workshop-report-digital-transformation/
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Further information
关于未来

• T&F response to UKRI and OSTP consultations 

• Open Science Policy Platform – final report

• Horizon Europe impact assessment 

• 2018 STM report

• OECD S&T indicators
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
European funder attitudes to Open Scholarship (see post and SPARC Europe survey)Ithaka A&R 2018 faculty survey

https://newsroom.taylorandfrancisgroup.com/our-responses-to-the-ukri-oa-review/
https://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/index.cfm?pg=open-science-policy-platform
https://www.stm-assoc.org/2018_10_04_STM_Report_2018.pdf
https://www.oecd.org/sti/msti2020.pdf
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